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r-4 College Athletics in the Twenties: The Golden Age or Foo1'15 Gold

LAJ by William H. Freeman

State University College at Brockport, N.Y.

When Americans think of the period of the 1920s, the first

reaction is usually the "Roar4-g Twenties," economic boom, high living,

the Chicago mob, a time of carefree life. The second thought is often

parallel, the "Golden Age of Sports" in the United States. Until the

real rise to prominence of professional sports in the late 1950s and

the glut of televised sports coverage in the 1960s and 170s, the

Golden Age of Sport really was the 1920s. We see in the sport of the

Twenties many facets of today's sporting scene: strengths, weaknesses,

areas for hope and matters of coicern. Sport in the 1920s still

provides us with a vast area to explore as historians, yet we have

scarcely approached the true significance of sport in the Twenties,

a vast social phenomenon strongly reflected in the une -; relationship

between athletics and the schools during that time.

My area of concern here is that moment of history so often called

"The Golden Age of College Athletics." One problem of prospectors for

gold is, of course, the discow-ry of iron pyrites insty.A, "fool 11

gold." As we look more closely at college sport during the Twentiea

we may be tempted to conclude that rather than an Age of Gold, college
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athletics really went through an Age c?f Fool's,Gold. But I am getting
55-

ahead of myself; I need to be more specific in defining my problem

and what I propose to do with it.

This Symposium has suggested as a general purpose the identifi24

cation of historical relationships between sport and American educati

my specific area of concern is intercollegiate athletics during the

1920s. I am studying the area as only one facet of a massive boom in

the popularity of sports across the United States, for both participant

and spectator.

I will try to respond to several areas of questions. First, what

caused this vast outpouring of sporting fervor? What factors contributed

to this unprecedented groundswell of sport in a nation that had shown

considerable qporting interests for several centuries before this

time? Second, what were the symptoms of this sporting boom, both

positive and neg,..tive aspects? Third, what influence dia those aspects

have on the place of sport in klerican education, with a side view at

the relationship created with physical education in the s.:hools?

Fourth, what lessons mighl. ;e flnd in this period of sporting history?

And finally, what are our research opportunities in the sport of the

1920s?

First, a look at the contributory causes of the First Golden Age

of College Sports. A number of factors apparently coalesced during

the late 'Tcens Lind early 'Twenties to give impetus to the rise of
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sport across the nation. Factors which preceded the First World War

included a growing interest in athletics which was strongly reflected

on the collegiate scene. College sports had become big enough

operation that a national organization began organizing in 1906 to try

to bring about some control over the direction and emphasis of inter-

collegiate athletics. The National Collegiate Athletic Association

was formed originally in rasponse to problems in college football, but

it6 interests were far broader than that. Intercollegiate sports had

already been growing well before the war. After the interruption

caused by the war, the interest in college athletics abounded.

Along with the already strong interest in intercollegiate athletics
-

on the campus was the development of intramural athletics, seen partly

as a way to train people for intercollegiate athletics and also as a

sports outlet to involve more people in athletics than could be accomodated

by the college teams. Led by the example of the University of Michigan,

departments of intramurals began.to appear shortly before World War I.

The philosophy which was beginnihg to develop was one of "sports for

all," the idea that sports had benefits which could be realized

regardless of the level of one's skill in any particular sport. The

result was a strong student interest in competitive sports, for some

schools reported that as many as eighty per cent of their students took

part in sports at some level.

Women's sports were also developing during this time, moving from

4
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the lower intramural level toward intercollegiate programs. Interest

increased in the women's areas during the 1920s, perhaps partly as a

result of the Nineteenth Amendment, giving women voting rights and

putting them a bit more into the mainstream of civic life. The women

were in a time of expanded rights, coupled with a time of prosperity,

so they experimented to determine 'the limits imposed by the new times.

At the same time, there was a reaction during the 'Twenties against

women's athletics, so while men's sports were expanding rapidly, the

women's programs were often disappearing with equal rapidity, largely

under the 'leadership of women phybical educators who feared the physical

and psychological stresses which they believed mazht result from programs

as highly competitive as those of the men. While the men's programs

were moving tigward more national and international competition, the

women's progrwrs in the United States were ften moving backward pasei

the intramural level to a playday concept which was even less competitive

than intramurals, even as wc, a elsewhere were moving on to international

competition.

Physical educatidn also influenced the expansion of sporting

competition, for during this time the older, m re formal massed
_

gymnastics programs of physical training, with their rigidity and

lack of individuality, were beginning to be replaced by the "14.w

Physical Education" preached by Thomas Denison Wood and Rosalind

Cassidy in their 1927 text, the inclusion of sports and games in the
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physical education.program, also sometimes considered the American

plan of physical education. This development came on gradually. Its

seeds were sown before 1900, but just barely, for remeMber that games

and sports were not even discussed as a possible part of the physical

education curriculum during the Boston Conference of 1889. The major

steps were taken in.the 1920s. Sports end games were becoming accepted

by physical educators as a legitimate part of the educational curriculum,

which made it easier to justify the inclusion of intercollegiate athletics

as a part of the edu-cational activities of the nhtion's colleges said

universities.

However, despite these contributory factors, the greatest impetus

came riom World War I, not"from the war itself, but several developments

which were either a part of or a result of the war. First and most

notable was the astonishingly high rate at which American men failed

to pass the physical requirements for entry into the armed forces. For

a nation which had always prided itself on its national strength, this

was a cruel blow. Its impact was similar to the impact of the Franco-

Prussian War in 1870 on the French, for France's hueliating defeat by

the Germans convinced Baron Pierre de Coubertin that France was

suffering from the weakness of its youths. He looked outward at a

British model, then worked for decades to develop the Wympic movement

as a challenge to French youth.

The Americans saw that programs of physical education were needed.

6
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1.merica's young were weak, and the weakness was physical. This

visible problem was combined with an approach used by the armed forces

to help in combatting it: competitive athletics. The armed forces

had used athletics extensively as a builder of physical strength and

morale, and they considered it vo.!ry successful. However, they had not

anticipated the postwar effect oftheir heavy use of athletics amoag

the troops. Many young men were for the first time exposed to a large

variety of sporting activities of which they had previously been unaware.

When they returned home, they continued their interest in many of the

new sports, resulting in a great inci.ease in sports competition across

the country, much of it in sports not previous1y widely contested.

Some of the sporting enthusiilsts returned to Airy the new sports to

the colleges, while others competed at the non-school level.

After the war the Olympic Games began to expand considerably.

Women's(events were.added during the 1920s, over the objections of

Coubertin, and soon thereafter the Winter Olympics were begun. Some

of the women's problems came from this expansion, for many people

considered their competition at this level indecorous. The AAU

,attempted to take charge of woMen's athletics at this time, and the

opposition of women physical educators to competitiv.e athletics for the

women was to a considerable degree a defensive response to this

attempt to gain more power for the AAU.

The final factor in the sports boom of the 1920s, perhaps the
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greatest factoi was economtc; the United States went through a

sustained economic boom which lasted for fully a decade, with little

indication to the public that it would ever reverse. The American

people had become more conscious of themselves as a part of the

outside world at a time when much of the rest of the world was going

through very difficult economic tiziies. The contrast tended to build

nationel complacency. The mark of the 1920s was adventure and escapism.

People wanted to try new things, to have adventures, to be entertained,

Sports.helped in'meeting many of those needs.

We might also note two developments which were growing in the

colleges during the 3920s. First was the development of news bureaus

to get publicity for the colleges. Sports was a good medium for this

task, and they were not hesitant in using it. Sports was not the only

area of the college which:they publicized, but it was the most widely

accepted by the media. At the same time college alumni grows were

beginning to organize to boost their schools, The Twenties was the

Age of Babbitt, the Chamber of Commerce boosterism applied to everything.

The alumni retained few tangible school interests, except perhaps for

the success of school teams. The colleges used sports to get to the

alumni who might otherwise be difficult to approach financially. The

colleges were quick to use sports,for its fund-raising side effects

and its reputation-building possibilities.

Sports more than ever became popular entertainment. First as
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journalistic endeavors, then as radio and motion picture characters,

athletes came More than ever into the .public eye. The media clasped

sport to its bosom, making reputations coast to coast in syndicated

newspaper coverage. The Twenties also became a radio age, for the

first commercial station opened in Pittsburgh in 1920, broadcast its

first sporting event in 1921i and-by 1924 the World Serleo could be

heard from coast to coast and footba4 games were weekly media events.

Sy 1927 there were six and a half million radio sets irk the nation,

and the number increased by one half, to ten million, by the

following year.

The Twenties had everything ready to provoke a massive boom in

sports at all levels: public intere2t, financial opportunity, exposure

of large masses to new sports, expanded opportunities for media

coverage, and a time of public interest in new things. All that remained

was to take advantage of the situation, which the colleges did. Inter-

collegiate :Tort suddenly became one of the hottest sporting scenes in

the world.

So much for the fabtors contributing to the sports boom. What of

our second question: what were the symptoms of the sporting craze of

the 1920s? How do we know that the changes were really so massive?
1

0ny Lewis has detailed a rather clear idea of the basic progress

of intercollegiate athletics, showing us many of these symptoms, which

we need first to look at dispas ionately, with no regard to whether they
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were necessarily good or bad directions for sport to take. Perhaps the
2

most noticeable changes wer in what John Rickards Betts called 'King

Football," for fbotball was the king of sports in-the 19208, at least

in the colleges. The Twenties was a time of massive building pr-grams

in athletic facilities, with enough large football stadiums built "or

critics of athletics to complain that the United States had become an

imperial Rome, with itstoliseums and gladiators fighting to entertain

the decadent masses, who were attired in skin of raccoon rather than

togas and drank from the monogrammed hip flask rather than common cup

of wine. The age of the concrete stadium had come to college athletics,

as had the "Big Game," which might mean attendances of well over

seventy or eighty thousand people at a football game. In ten years the

stadium capacity for 135 of the more prominent colleges and univer-

sities in the United States had increased from a combined figure of

under one million seats to over two and one half million seats.

Futhermore, the annual football attendance doubled, reaching twenty

million spectators a year by 1929.

The percentage of students participating in intercollegiate and

intramural athletics was increasing dramatically, according to school

reports, so the interest among the students was apparently at least as

great as among the non-students. The attendance at contests was

increasing rapidly despite much higher prices charged for ticket,-

to games.
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New sports were appearing and beginning to hold national collegiate

championships. The colleges had peovided championship meets for the

high schools before the war, but the state high school federations were

becoming more omnipresent, and the National Federation was formed in
t-

the 1920s to try to prevent the high schools from showing signs of the

problems and aimses which weise increasingly apparent in intercollegiate

sports.

Media coverage was,becomang a vastly. expanaed tharacteristic of

Twenties sport, with colorful sports reporters vying to outdo each others'''

descriptions of events of the day. It was at this time that some

leading pubric4figures claimed that the best writing to be found in the

newspapers was on the spor ts pages.4.not necessarily the Aost accurate

t
prose, but certainly the most interesting.

A reflection of the extent of the sports interest can be seen

simply by wandering through the pages of the Readers Guide to.Periodical

Literature for'the years of the decade. Araund,.1920 the number o

articles on sport cited in the,popular maga4nes is small, but by 1925
4

that is no longer the case. With football as an example, we geDfnally

go from a year yi.Lperhaps half a dozen articles to a time when the

articles are counted by the page, double-columned, nuMbering in the

scores and appearing even in such magazines as the Literary pigest.

.T'To be sure, they were by no means all in favor of sports; many were

critical of the overemphasis on athletics. Nonetheless, athletics was

1 1
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.cpming in for a hush share of the popular spotlight. The peak perhaps

was reached..with, au.aiticle which the Saturday Evening "Post considered

unusualenough,to publiSh on November 1st, 1930: '!1 Hove Never Seen

a Football Game.'

The cdntroveriiedWere many. Axe tie athletes,meeting the

cc4

proper standards o/ scholardhip, does athleto)cs belong in the colle

program; is conipetiliong; of hand, is athletics col-rupt, has c4leg,
.

athletics become Blg Blisiness, aud soeorth.' The controversy seems

continual, until it was capped b the release of tlloirCarnegie Report
5

in 1929, of.which m o re later.

We had, then, an intense interest in intercollegiate athletics,

and one which 1..as not without its problems. So, we need to lk,lk at ow

third problem or question, that of the influence of these symptoms of

oom on the.place of athletics in American education, ccupled with

their influenpe on ,pAysical education.

One clekr aspect of _the boom was that sports:was increaiingly

absorbed as a legitimate part of the educational exrerience to be

provided by the schools, not justxai the college level, but af-. the

high school level and even lower. This is not to say that it was a

good or bad trend; it'simply was a trend. Clearly it was a contc)A-

versial'trend, for the periodicals of the day spent much.time.arguing

41k

\.,sitip sr such an absorbtion of sports programs into the schools was

pr er or beneficial. However, while ,they argued, they continued to
1
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absorb and-expand.. Apparently the only C'Otrary argument which carried

enough weight to slow the development was one of cost; but until the

end of the,Twenties mdney was rarely considered that great a problem.

Many individuals of high academic regard defended athletics, pointing

out that-magx successful teachers and scholars had been athletes and

that the academic recork of athletes was,at least as good as that of

the non-athletes. By this time sport was becoming accepted as a major

factor in education even bY many people offpurely academic interests,

Another aspect'was the expansion of physical education programs

in the schools, caupled with a move to absorb athletic departments-into

the school (often combined with physical education). Teachers of

hysical education and athletic coaches, at this time still not so

frequently the same people, were beginning to win acceptance as faculty

members, rather than itaff members on the pe.-iphery of the institution

but not really fully a part of the school.

Perhaps one development which we often overlook was the change

which many academicians and physical educators found most threatening:

the gradual replacement of the "value of the struggle" emphasis with

the "what was the result" emphasis, a slow loss of sport as valuable

because of the means oy which it is conducted, replaced by the more

controversial interest primarily in the outcome. The point of the

4 r program was becoming vIctory, rather than competition.

Many issues sprang up during the 1920s, but perhaps they can be

it
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seen more clearly as we consider them in the context of the fourth

question, which was: What lessons do we see in this period of sporting

history?

I think we are now at the point when it is time to look at some

ideas expressed by the most important publication on intercollegiate

athletics during the 1920s. I refer, of course, to the Twenty-Third

Bulletin of the.Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
3

titled American Coll i_eL Athletics. Written by a staff member of the

foundation, Dr. Howard J. Savage, with the assistance of Harold W. Bentley,

John T. McGovern, and Dean F. Smiley, this careful study appeared

almost perfectly in, conjunttion with the ,collapse of the American stock

market 4n 1929. In many respects, it enjoyed a similar degree of

popularity among the people to whom it was addressed.

The Carnegie Foundation had studied sports in the schools twice

before: in 1925, a study based only on written materials from twenty

American colleges; then in 1927, studying the sports program in the

British schools and universities by visiting the institutions. The

foundation then began a three and one half year study of American

intercollegiate athletics which.included considerable research and

visitation. Their written comments were not popular.

This was no attempt at a hatchet job. In the preface to the
Iwo

report, Harry S. Pritchett, president of the foundation, tried to explain

the view of school athletics held by the foundation:
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It has been absumed that there is a legitimate place in the

secondary school and in the college for organized sports,

that such sports contribute, when employed in a rational way,

to the development both of character and of health. The

report is a friendly effort to help toward a wise solution

as to the place of such spores in our educationa2 system.

It has been necessary, in order to render this service, to

set fourth the abuses and excesses that have grown up. This

has been done wlth the most painstaking effort to be fair,
4

as well as just.

The report was critical of the abuses of college sport, the overemphasis
fo,

upon competition, the financial shenanigans and the lack of intellectual

interests in what was supposedly an educational activ4ty, but interest-

ingly enough, much of the criticism was directed not at the coaches,

athletes, alumni or demanding public, but at the administrators of the

nation's intellectual institutions. Some of the committee's comments

bear repetition and much careful thought by today's faculty and

administrators.

Some comments about the place of athletics in the college, and

about the role of the school itself, are the following:

In the United States the composite institution called a

university is doubtless still an intellectual agency. But it

is also a social, a commercial, and an athletic agency, and
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these activities have in recent years appreciably overshadowed

the intellectual life for which the university is assumed to

exist.

In the second place, the football contest that so astonishes

the foreign visitor is not a student's garner as it once vas

It is a highly organized commercial enterprise. The athletes

who take part in it have come through years of train-jug, they

are commanded by professional coaches, little if any pe,sonal

initiative of ordinary play is left to the player. The great

matches are highly profitable enterprises...in some cases

'the college authorities take a slice of the profits for
5

college buildings.

Some of these faults of the colleges are explained as the result of

trying to progress too rapidly toward the status of 'university," as

it was understood in Europe.

In their haste to become universities, gig colleges adopted

the name and then proceeded as rapidly as possible to grow

up to it. This was effecAd by superposing a graduate school

,or

on the old college...The university, as so constituted, soon

began to conceive of itself not merely as an agency for

training students to think hard and clearly, but as a place

where, without fundamental education, young people can

acquire the elementary technique bf...in ef4t all the
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vocations practiced in the modern industrial state.

It is under this regime that college sports haVe been

developed from games played by boys for pleasure into system-

atic professionalized athletic contests for the glory and,

too often, for the financial profit of the college....

It may well be that the polibical service of the present-dgy

system of schools Dhat is, in providing equal opportunity

and ending class distinctions) is its greatest contribution.

But is it necessary to sacrifice the inte1148ctusl ideal in

order-to be democratic? ,There is nothing more democratic

than the ability to think. To recognize and act upon that

principle is a profound test of durable democracy....

The weakness of the American university as it exists to-day

lies in its lack of intellectual sincerity. It stands

nominally for high intellectual ideals. Its effort at

intellectual leadership is diluted with many other efforts

in fields wholly foreign to this primary purpose. Inter-

college athletics form only one of these...0

It is a useless enquiry at this day to ask who were

responsible for the development in the colleges*of commer-

cialized sports. The tendencies of the time, the growing

luxury, the keen ercollege competition, the influence of

well-meaning, but un se, alumni, the acquiescence in
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newspaper publicity, the relUbtance of the authorities of the

university or the college to take an unpopular stand,--all

these have played their part-.

But there can be no doUbt as to where lies the responsibility

to-correct this situation. The defense of the intellectual

integrity of the college and of the university lies with the

president and faculty. With them lies also the authority.

The educational governance of the univesity has always been

in their hands...The responsibility to bring athletics into

a sincere relation to the intellectUal life of the college
6

rests squarely on the shoulders of the president and faculty.
.\

With comments such as this, we should not be suri.ised that the appear-
:

ance of the report brought forth squeals of pain from the schools whose

programs were studied. Not surprisingly, none of the schools felt that

the abuses were present in their own programs, though they had been

the subjects of the study.

With such criticism as this, we are naturally curious as to the

results of tihe study. Ciere changes made in college athletics in

response to the not-too-surprising revelations? Did the NCAA 'rise up

and demand that the colleges toe the line? Actually, the primary

result apparently was nothing. While many people agreed with the infor-

nation and conclusions of the report the supporters and detractors did

not split along academic-atbletic lines. Some notable defenders of the

1 8
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academic side of college life were strongly critical of the report.

It aroused-much controversy, but apparently fostered little agreement.

The report studied-the abuses of college athletics, including

problems caused by questionable or unclear values and problems whichN

stemmed from the massive publicity of college sports, then it cited two

things as fundamental causes of the defects in American college

athletics. The first cause wa.; commercialism, suggesting that many

schools had become more ivterested-in the monetary and material returns

possible in athletics than with the educational values of sport. The

committee commented that

Commercialism has rade possible the erection of fine academic

buildings and the increase of equipment from the profits of

college athletics, but these profits have been gained because

colleges have permitted the youths entrusted to their care to

be openly exploited...It is the undergraduates who have suffered

most and will continue most to suffer from commercialism and

its results...

' The argument that commercialism in cellege athletics is

merely a reflection of the commercialism of modern life is

specious. It is not the affair of the college or the university

7

'to reflect modern life.

How many of us noticed that one court has ruled that being a varsity

athlete in.college has a financial value to the athlete, and that that

1 9
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value cannot be abridged?

The second cause cited was the schools' negligenoe toward the

educational opportunity for which the college was supposed to exist.

The committee called for a change in values, and charged that the

college needed to return to a concern with its essentially.intellectual

function.

College sports began to drop off at this point, the end of the

Twenties. Budget,' .nd attendance fell, the number:Of competitive sports

was cut back, and recreational interests began to came more to the

fore. Was this a result of the impact of the Carnegie Report, or was

it, as may be more likely, simply because the Depression had begun to
I

make its impact in the heartland of 1920s intercollegiate athletics,

the pocketbook? We e_o not really know.

Now, to those lessons I mentioned earlier. The first comer, from

a bit of philosophy, the idea that while challenge lies at the heart-of

our culture, we need to be careful to contain its impulses if the

challenges are to be a positive, rather than a negative, influence upon
8

us. Competition can get out of bounds, ad WilliamA. Sadler, jr.,

pointed.out. He noted'that while our competitive urges grew with the

Social Darwinism of the 1870s, we actually have found that in a modern

society cooperation is far more important than competition. We discovered

the limits to the value of unlimited competition in business in the late

nineteenth century with the so-called "Robber Barons." Indeed, they did

20.
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compete to cut prices, but only to drive their competitors out of

business, so they could then charge as much as they wished. For this

reason, we find many controls clapped onto our free enterprise system.
1

We may discover that the same is true in athletics. We may be

making a grievous error if we place such an unlimited emphasis upon

competition, pushing it to a high level at ever younger ages. I coach

track and field. Those of you in that sport know that you can get a

set of so-called "world records" for all ages, giving the world record,

for example, for the one mile run for two-year-olds. We can see

parents pushing pre-schoolers to break records, when the children have

.no real idea of what a record is. We are turning out a nation so

hooked on competition that according to one book on administratzNe

theory the new dominant character is not the old "Organization Man"

but the "Gamesman," involved in everything primarily for the challenge

of winnihg. The ultimate level is reached with the "no-conteste

appearing on television, with network-appointed "superstars" competing

in non-events accoppanied by great publicity, in a sense the ultimate

use of sports as a commercial enterprise.

So, what doei our lesson show us that we needed in the 1920s, and

still, you may have noticed by the familiarity of the problems, need

today? For, one thing, we need college presidents and faculty who have

the integrity to stand up for educational sport. Do we have them?

We need strong national organizations to strictly enforce rules
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of ethical conduct.in educational sport, such as the NCAA claims to do.

Do we have such bodies which will seek out and strongly censure any

such misconduct, no matter l'here it occurs? No. The NCAA is frightened

of its own shadow in this area; it has become a dollars and cents

organization itself. The women of the AIAW are as suspicious of the

NCAA as they are of the unfortunate example of men's college athletics,

and well they should be. Unfortunately, the AIAW is already edging in

the same directions in its own conventions.

We need a strong public stand by coaches' organizations for ethics

in sport, for sport as an educational experience. Do we get it? No,

we see a coach hitting a camera man after a losing game, or cursing

a reporter who has suggested that some ethical violations might have

occured. You will notice that we hear nothing from the president of

his institution. Perhaps like many of our schools, it has no president,

at least in the sense of educational or ethical leadership where inter-

collegiate athletics is concerned, for the coach whatever his

failings'of educational philosophy, brings home the bacon on §aturday

afternOons. And college presidents are not exactly Muslims, in that

respect.

We need, above all, to'clearly define the place of athletics in

education, then fight to see that our schools.live up to it. The

Carnegie Report detailed the values of athletics at length. And accepted

'But even among physical educators.we do not agree on the values
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of athletics. We do not even agree that they are valuable. I have seen

every stage from blind worship of competitive sport, however unethically

conducted, to ill-disguised hate of athletics, hnwever well-conducted,

all among physical educators. We physical educators are often also the

coaches under discussion, so our house should be put in order first.

Finally, we should decide whetheil we,want genuinely amateur sports,

or semi-professional, or professional sports. We face an immediate

rroblem with our iroposals for developing international competitors by

helping them financially. We want to stay in the real world, but in a

sense that is not our primary task. Yet, we have taken no stand. Have

we even given that much dispassionate thought to the problem?

I realize this list of lessons of the Twenties sounds more like

the lessons of the Seventies. Th.e reason is simple: The situation has

changed very little. The same problems_are still here. We have done
_ .

little or nothing about them. We have, in fact, an extension of the

Golden Age of Sports, for it is really today, not in the 1920s. Today

college sports is spelled M-O-N-E-Y and, for we weaker spellers, T-V,

For many years schoolp at one.level would not schedule their contests

to conflict with schools at another level, drawing 5way their spectators

Now,the colleges play basketball on local television almost every night

of the week in some areas, and lower schools and small colleges are

hurt in attendance. Once the colleges would not play on Sundays for

religious considerations, but say "television contract," and they'll

2
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play in the aisles'of your church during the services. And.cuss at

the ushers for bad calls.

14,1 are not speaking about even vaguely amateur sports or educational

sports. We have had many lessons given to us, but whether we have

absorbed or accepted them is questionable. What will it take for us to

say to the colleges,."Enoughl"?.

My final area of inquiry concerned our research opportunities in

the period of the 1920s. We can find much written of the period,

but much of it is "de.\! Whiz" history. John Rickards Betts was one of

the few tu loOk at the Twenties with much care, but even then we are

speaking of 20 or 30 pages for ten years of sports at all levels. We

need to lovk more closely at the factors from which the sports model

of the 1920s arose°. We need to study the factors causing the problems,

and how those problems might have been avoiided before they became so

great. We need to study the effects Of alumni pressure on the development

of collegiate sport, the relationship between the American business

, ethic and the growth of sport. We need to look at the use of sport by,

OF
ccalege presidents to build school and personal reputations, both for

young and small or isolated schools. We need mere researth on the role

of the student in the expansion of sport. Finally, we need research on

the Iktctual effect of the Carnegie Report. It detailedgabuses still

common, perhaps more common today than in the 19205. Was anything really

accomplished by the report? What effect did it have on the eoAeges?
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On educational policy? On athletic departments? Did it have any impact

or effect upon physical education programs? Were the short-term areas

of decline in college sporibs from about 1929 to 1931 or 1932 an effect

of the impact of the report, or were they simply' an outgrowth of the

economic collapse of the Great Depression? Did the boom of the 1920s

affect the programs in 'de black oolleges and was there anbher change

atter the Carnegie Report?

We need to study the college athletics of the 1920s historically,

but with due consideration for sociology, economics, and philosophy, if

we are to really understand a complex period. Most of our research

has been as superficial as this paper, a skimming of the waters of a

very deep pool, and one whose example is clearly similar to today's

, uneasy alliance between education and athletics.

- will ciantinue to study our problems of yesterday

cam find the hints which might help us to solve

and tomorrow.

A

Let us hope that we

in the hope that we

our problems of today
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